Exercise 1.
Complete list with a/an
______ orange
______ bottle of wine
______ carton of milk
______ ice-cream
______ banana
______ small melon
______ hamburger
______ piece of ham
______ pizza
______ apple
______ umbrella
______ library
______ accident
______ house
______ European country
______ station
______ orange hat
______ green apple
______ airport
______ English university
______ school uniform
______ egg
______ white egg
Exercise 2.
Put in a/an or the
1. He gave me _______ clock and _______ picture as a wedding present. _______
clock belonged to his grandmother.
2. I took _______ suitcase and _______ backpack on holiday. _______ suitcase was
much more useful.
3. John broke _______ vase when he was in Marie’s house. _______ vase was over
100
years old.
4. Julie read _______ book and _______ magazine. She said _______ book was
quite
boring though.
5. I washed _______ white shirt and _______ red top together. Now _______ shirt
is
pink.

ANSWER KEY
Exercise 1.
Complete list with a/an
_an_____ orange
_a___ bottle of wine
_a__ carton of milk
_an__ ice-cream
_a_____ banana
_a_____ small melon
_a_____ hamburger
_a_____ piece of ham
_a_____ pizza
_an_____ apple
_an_____ umbrella
_a_____ library
an_____ accident
_a_____ house
_a____ European country _a_____ station
_an_____ orange hat
_a_____ green apple
_an_____ airport
_an_____ English university _a_____ school uniform
_an_____ egg
_a_____ white egg
Exercise 2.
Put in a/an or the
1.
He gave me _a______ clock and __a_____ picture as a wedding present. __The_____ clock
belonged to his grandmother.
2.
I took __a_____ suitcase and __a_____ backpack on holiday. __The_____ suitcase was much
more useful.
3.
John broke __a_____ vase when he was in Marie’s house. _The______ vase was over 100 years
old.
4.
Julie read ___a____ book and _a______ magazine. She said __the_____ book was quite boring
though.
5.
I washed __a_____ white shirt and ___a____ red top together. Now __the_____ shirt is pink.

